Along with lack of awareness of clinical trials, the cost of prolonged or repeated travel coupled with missing work often keep people from treatments that might mean living more moments and creating more memories with their families. For people of color, these issues compounded with racial disparities in healthcare mean even more barriers.

We started More Moments More Memories to help fill in the gaps. We connect with donors and raise funds to provide grants that assist patients and caregivers with travel expenses to cancer clinical trials. We share relevant resources to help patients find clinical trials, additional travel assistance, and support for patients and caregivers. We partner with medical institutions and advocacy organizations to share our grant program with as many patients as possible.

We envision a future with equitable access to life-saving treatments so families impacted by cancer can create more moments and more memories together without financial concerns. Understanding cancer patients’ challenges, connecting with those who want to help, and serving patients is our most important work. Reach out to find out how you can help.

Our Mission: To provide grants that help people access oncology clinical trials for potentially life-saving treatment, offering more moments and more memories with loved ones.

Before the More Moments More Memories Foundation, we served as caregivers for our sister Sherry as she fought multiple myeloma and traveled far from home for treatment. As we helped her navigate the healthcare system, we began connecting the dots between the needs of people with cancer and the clinical trials that could save their lives.
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Since 2017, More Moments More Memories has made grants of up to $5,000 per recipient to help people with cancer access clinical trials all over the United States. Our grant recipients and their families have enjoyed more time together with less stress.

Luke and his wife Catherine travel over 200 miles from home each week to access his leukemia treatment. With COVID-19 causing hotel closings, they’ve often had to make the nearly 500 mile round-trip drive in one day. The travel expenses combined with missing work to reach these critical treatments has been stressful for their family. Catherine shared with us:

“My husband and I travel weekly for his treatment. The MMMM grant played a big part in helping cover travel expenses. I have not missed one appointment. Being by his side is a huge mental relief for the both of us. We’ve both had to take time off work but the benefit that we’re in this together means everything!”

OUR GRANTS

Improving access to innovative treatments at clinical trials

Visit our website to apply for financial support for a cancer patient in need. Grant assistance supports travel expenses associated with participating in a cancer clinical trial, including airfare or gas mileage, lodging, and meals for the patient and a caregiver.
2020 DONORS

The support of our generous donors makes all the difference for people experiencing the unthinkable challenges that come with cancer. For them, your gifts can mean hope, less stress, and more time. We are sincerely grateful.

Silver | $10,000 - $24,999
Beldegrun Family Foundation

Bronze | $500-$9,999
Anonymous
Ester Banque
Douglas Brooks
Steven and Leta Clausen
Scott Hofsess
Sherryl (Sheri) King
Shawn O’Neail
Janet Raciti

OVER $250,000 raised to support cancer patients since inception

MAKE A GIFT

To help someone with cancer reach a potentially life-saving clinical trial, make a gift at MoreMomentsMoreMemories.org or mail a contribution to our host Foundation, the Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque, at the address below. Checks can be made payable to the More Moments More Memories Foundation.

In addition to monetary gifts, we accept gifts of appreciated assets such as stocks, bonds, mutual funds, grain, or livestock. We also invite donations of airline miles and hotel points. Contact us for more information.

CONTACT

Visit our new website: MoreMomentsMoreMemories.org
Call: 563-588-2700
Email: MoreMoments@dbqfoundation.org
Mail: Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque
Attn: More Moments More Memories Foundation
700 Locust St., Ste. 195
Dubuque, IA 52001
Follow us: Facebook
LinkedIn
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